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Snaidero lands a new prestigious multihousing project, plus awards for our FRAME kitchen and Studio Snaidero DC Metro.
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Snaidero USA Chosen As Kitchen & Bath Cabinetry Provider for
Turnberry Ocean Club in Sunny Isles Beach, FL
The ultra luxury, oceanfront 154-unit tower marks the 8th collaboration between Snaidero
USA and Turnberry Associates. Our company will be providing WAY kitchens in Feather Grey
high gloss glass and Mink Elm wood, plus bathrooms and laundry room cabinets.

The residences will range from 3 bedrooms and 4.5 baths on 3,760 sq ft to 19,160 sq ft threefloor units with 6 bedrooms, 9.5 baths, family and game rooms, private gym, roof kitchen and
private swimming pool.
If that wasn’t enough, the tower will have six levels of exquisite amenities, including: sunrise &
sunset pools, hydrotherapy spas, day cabanas, a sky theatre, a fitness center, a sunset lounge
and a social room.

Snaidero FRAME Kitchen Wins the 2017 GOOD DESIGN™ Award
FRAME, a kitchen cabinetry design by Massimo Iosa Ghini, has become the 14th Snaidero
model to win the GOOD DESIGN™ Award.
FRAME is a modern kitchen design that also includes industrial and classical influences,
in an interesting mix of styles. With its play of materials, plus full and open volumes, FRAME can
fit easily into any environment, be it a modern setting, a more traditional home, or a casual loftlike space with vintage decor.
The award – a prestigious program founded in Chicago in 1950 - is given out by The European
Centre for Architecture Art Design and Urban Studies and The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of
Architecture and Design.

Studio Snaidero DC Metro Is A "Best of Houzz 2018" Winner!
The Houzz community selected the Studio Snaidero DC Metro portfolio as one of the “Best of
Houzz 2018” award winners (“Design” category). The showroom images were among the most
popular on the online design idea book over the course of last year.
Congratulations to Hadley and Shawna at Studio Snaidero DC Metro for their great work and
their continuous efforts to showcase the best of our made-in-Italy kitchen cabinets.
See the showroom’s Houzz portfolio.
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